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Eskiper
Pedro Collantes
Everybody knows how to raise children except the people who have them. A father and daughter’s brief conversation reveals the dynamics of their relationship. Winner of the Audience Award, ESFF 2013. 2012: fiction, Tourmalet, Spain 16:00

Motion Sickness
John McIlduff and Jessica Kennedy
Three people sit in the back of a car waiting to move. Motion Sickness is a dance film exploring ideas of need, rejection and escape. 2012: fiction, Ireland, 10:24

Snail Trail
Philipp Artus
A snail invents the wheel and goes through a cultural evolution to finally get back to its origin. 2012: animation, Academy of Media Arts Cologne, Germany 03:00

Intrusion
Natalie Plaskura
Dream sequences, nightmares and hallucinations in which the uncanny and the curious are staged. Unrealistic, seemingly disparate, yet interrelated scenes that poke, like an intrusive, recurring traumatic experience, into the mind of the powerless spectator. 2012: experimental, Germany 11:11

Rae
Emanuelle Nicot
The shelter’s address has to remain secret, for her and for the other women. Her cell phone vibrates in her pocket. She is told to turn it off, but it is out of the question. Winner of the Jury Prize, ESFF 2013. 2012: fiction, Mediadiffusion, Belgium 19:16

Intermission
A Story for the Modlins

Sergio Oksman

After appearing in Rosemary’s Baby, Elmer Modlin fled with his family to a far off country and shut himself away in a dark apartment for thirty years. Winner of the Golden Beaver, ESFF 2013. 2012, documentary, Madrid En Corto, Spain 26:00

Voice Over

Martin Rosete

The voice of an old man jumps from one extreme scene to another and he becomes confused by the story which he is trying to tell, until he finally is aware of it. 2012: fiction, KIMUAK - Basque Film Library, Spain 09:40

Bear Me

Kasia Wilk

One day I found a bear. Or he found me. And he stayed. Winner for Best Animation at the 2012 Pentedattilo Film Festival. 2012: animation, Film Academy Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany 05:45

Grow

Johan Rijpma and Berend van Eerde

Grow is an experiment of control, form and movement. In this film we can see natural form, formation and movement becoming more controlled and artificial. 2011: experimental, EYE Film Institute, The Netherlands 01:35

When One Stops (Hanen Tilanne)

Jenni Rahkonen

The world won’t stop turning even when one stops turning with it. Best Animation award winner at the 2012 Helsinki Short Film Festival. 2012: animation, Finland 06:30

Mr. Assassin X (Monsieur l’Assassin X)

Lynn Devillaz and Antonio Veiras

Linda is a little girl rejected by other children and by her family. She lives in a small town where a serial killer is prowling. One day she sees a strange character on the street carrying a bag with an arm hanging out of it. 2012: fiction, Helium Films, Switzerland 09:00

Curves (Curvas)

David Galindo

A man drives his car along a lonely road. He meets a strange woman who asks for a ride. 2012: fiction, Mailuki Films, Spain 03:00